This book took shape in ways that made it an unusually personal project, a work of scholarship tied to my everyday life more intimately than ever before. I would not have dared to make the book as close to me as it is without the support of an extraordinary network of colleagues, students, friends, and family who believed in me, in the project, and in horror studies as the connective tissue between the two. Given the blurring between my personal and professional lives that characterized the creation of this book from start to finish, I cannot hope to thank everyone who contributed to its coming into being; each one of you has my deepest gratitude, and I hope you will see your inspiration reflected in the pages of this book.

Part of the joy in working on this book was experiencing its growth through a number of communal passion projects connected to horror studies that I have been lucky to be involved with in recent years. A Senior Faculty Fellowship from the University of Pittsburgh’s Humanities Center allowed me to begin the collaborations with many individuals and institutions that commenced by honoring George A. Romero on the fiftieth anniversary of *Night of the Living Dead* in 2018. These collaborations have since grown in multiple directions, including the acquisition of the Romero Collection and the establishment of the Horror Studies Archive at Pitt; the founding of the George A. Romero Foundation; the creation of the Global Horror Studies Archival and Research Network through a Global Academic Partnership Grant from Pitt’s Global Studies Center; the formation of the “Horror Genre as a Social Force” scholar community through Pitt’s University Honors College; and the assembly of Pitt’s
Horror Studies Working Group, which I have the pleasure of directing, as the umbrella collective that coordinates all of these efforts.


My editors at Columbia University Press, John Belton and Philip Leventhal, were remarkably generous with their time, energy, and expertise at each and every stage of this book’s evolution. Corresponding with John and Philip during the especially isolating times of the COVID-19 pandemic kept the writing of this book going, and I will always be grateful for John’s extraordinary commitment to watching and discussing with me every single film analyzed here. At the press, my thanks also go to editorial assistant Monique Briones, copy editor Annie Barva, production editor Michael Haskell, cover designer Milenda Lee, and the two anonymous readers of the manuscript. Genevieve HK provided invaluable assistance with the images.
Earlier versions of the material found in some of this book’s chapters have appeared elsewhere, and I wish to thank the editors of those journals and anthologies for their support: Harry M. Benshoff, Jason Crouthamel, Will Dodson, Barry Keith Grant, Roy Grundmann, Kelly Hurley, Dawn Keetley, Julia Barbara Köhne, Peter Leese, Cynthia Lucia, Art Simon, Kyle Stevens, Rob White, and Kristopher Woofter. I am also grateful to the publishers for their permission to draw on that material here: University of California Press, Duke University Press, Ohio State University Press, Routledge, University of Texas Press, University of Toronto Press, and Wiley-Blackwell.

Thanks as well to the audiences of colleagues and students for the invaluable discussions at the many conferences and in the many classrooms where I developed the ideas that structure this book. Generous invitations from a number of institutions gave me important opportunities to share my research in progress: Birkbeck, University of London; Chautauqua Institution; University of Chicago; University of Copenhagen; Duke University; Emory University; New York University; North Carolina State University; Rutgers University; Tel Aviv University; University of Melbourne (which awarded me a Macgeorge Fellowship); and University of Southern California.

My closest collaborators were my family. My parents, Ed Lowenstein and Jane Lowenstein, along with my brother, Noah Lowenstein, have supported me since this book’s very earliest childhood beginnings and continue to do so today. I am also grateful to their partners: Paula Friedman, Ron Wendt, and Bonnie Settlage. My wife’s family, Gina Reyn, Mark Reyn, and Liza Reyn, are very much my family in every way as well; the life as well as the loss of Gina’s father, Yakov Kreychman, left a deep imprint on this book.

I am extremely lucky to have a lifelong family of close friends: Glenn Alai, Emily Muschinske, Matt Rockman, and Gillian Waterman. They have inspired so many essential things in my life related to this book, and I wish there were a way to thank them adequately for the gift of so many years of remarkable friendship. I also wish there were a way to share this book with our “den mother,” Lainie Rockman, who passed away before I could give her a copy. But Lainie’s pride and belief in me and my work have always been there and always will be.

Finally, this book is dedicated to my wife, Irina Reyn, and our daughter, Simone Lowenstein. They brought this book to life by bringing so much life into this book. They make sure my diet of horror is mixed with generous helpings of love and laughter; this book and so much else would be unimaginable without them.
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